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CALCULATIONS OF STEADY AND UNSTEADY TRANSONIC FLOWS OVER 2'

AIRFOILS BY MONOTONE SWITCH

Ang Haisong and Cheng Zhonglu

Shengyang Research Institute of Aerodynamics

1. INTRODUCTION

When calculating transonic unsteady potential flows,

scientists are continuously seeking improved methods for

solving non-linear problems which include shock-wave

movement, and for increasing the efficiency of calculation.

In 1977, Ballhaus and Goorjian [11 succeeded in solving the

time-field unsteady transonic small-disturbance equations by

using alternative-direction implicit-difference method

(ADI), and this method was called LTRAN2. Reference (5] also

carried out a study, which is similar to LTRAN2, by

introducing a coordinate transformation. Since then, several

authors [2] have confirmed through numerical experiments

that the suitable frequency range of the LTRAN2 method can

be expanded by using a time-correlation term to improve the

original quasi-steady boundary conditions. In

Received October 4, 1984.



1981, Goorjian and Buskirk [3] improved the Murman-Cole-type

switch by using the Engquist-Osher-type monotone switch, and

proved that its efficiency is higher and the stability is

better. They eliminated the possibility of existing

expansive shock-wave non-isentropic solutions which were

permitted by the original switch.

In order to increase the efficiency of calculation and

expand the applicable range, we have introduced an E-O-type

ADI-difference switch, the body-surface and tail-vortex-

surface boundary conditions with an additional time-

derivative term, and a pressure-coefficient formula. In

order to reduce the region of calculation and avoid the

inconvenience of coordinate transformation, the unsteady

non-reflective boundary conditions [4] and steady asymptotic

solution were used. A set of programs for calculating steady

and unsteady flows using main equations having the same

forms were established. The numerical experiments have shown

that this is a cost-effective method for calculating two-

dimensional transonic unsteady flows with certain precision

and applicable scope.
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2. BASIC EQUATION AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The main equation.

The equation of two-dimensional unsteady transonic

small-disturbance flows (under the assumption of low

frequency) can be written in the following form:

(-2hMa._.).+(( - - + 0 (1)

Here the coordinates x, y, time t, and the disturbance

speed-potential v are already non-dimensionalized by c, u-1

and cU.. (c is the chord length, u is the frequency), and the

simplified frequency k=uc/U.. Exponent m is taken according

to the series expansion analysis of the precise formula of

critical pressure coefficient of isentropic flows, that is:
ly + 1

the corrected value which satisfies: 2>0>

The boundary conditions on the body surface. (Y-f(z, t))

The condition stating that the relative velocity of air

flow is tangent to the instantaneous body surface is:

For the resonant situation, the boundary condition at

the wing surface can be written as:

y,-h,-ao+Xu(et)+( -Xo)W( (3)
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where h=h(x) is the geometric shape of body surface, ao

is the attack angle at the average position, al is the

amplitude of unsteady movement.

The pressure coefficient of unsteady flows is:

C, -2 (cf.+ kV,) (4 )

The boundary conditions on the surface of the tail-

vortex:

According to the Kutta condition, on the surface of

tail vortex, we have:

A ,- o (5)

SAC,-r.+kr,- o (6)

where the circulation of the tail vortex r(x,t):=v(xst)taii.

Formula (6) reflects the characteristic of the downward

propagation of the tail vortex.

The far-field condition of unsteady flows:

At the far-upstream and far-downstream positions, we

use the Engquist-Majda non-reflective far-field boundary

condition

Y II -M4-(Y + 1 )Mai.Iy .- 0
(7)
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At the upstream-front, we take v=O at the positions

which are far enough and go to the boundary of the upstream-

front by interpolating. Downstream , under the

assumption that the disturbance pressure is zero, we have:

.+k4pu-0 (8)

The equation and conditions for steady flows:

The main equation is the same as equation (1). Only the

first term coefficient of the iterated parameter is

changed. The boundary conditions at the body surface and the

tail vortex surface are those given above by eliminating the

derivative term of t. The far-field condition is an

asymptotic solution of the velocity potential of the

disturbance.

4P.E Vx)tn'F d~). (9)

where 8= Vi-Ma, , and F(M) is the thickness

function of the body surface.

The initial condition:

For the initial condition of unsteady flows we take the

result of steady flow calculation:

V( z, Y, 0 )-*V(Z ,Y)
(10)



3. DIFFERENCE SWITCH

After the differencing of equation (1), the equation

can be rewritten as an alternate implicit form which uses

double-step calculation for each time step:

In x direction:

2A~a(A1-'b(fj~-q,.j)D~f(11la)

In y directio':

(l1b)

Here:

Dj ajj + jaf (12a)

Us f( X 1/ 2 (12b)
2+ 2

3 1 2 x. (12c)

1/ 2 Cc, __ + (c,+csa (1 2d)

c8I-4,cam.-(y+1)Ia im-cl/ca(Sound Speed of disturbance) (12e)
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max($ i (in Axf)

s~j ~uuminu j~ J (in Axf) 12 f

&sP~(~,-7.~jC1 /2 (xt, 1-xi. 1 )T' 12g)

I (12i)

42-

Here, Sx and *Sy are first order backward difference

operators. The above E-O-type correlation switch has the

following monotonic character:

is& (13)

therefore it has better stability and convergence.

The switch difference of the non-reflective far-field

boundary is:

I + 2
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By using different "following methods" to obtain the

solutions, the four- and three-diagonal algebra equation

groups can be obtained.

4. EXAMPLES AND ANALYSIS

Steady-flow calculation:

We have calculqted the steady flows for several wing

types and several Ma.. Fig. I shows the calculated results

and a comparison for one of the calculations. It can be

seen that the results of this method is closer to the

experimental data. The standard for convergence is: the

maximum difference of velocity potential Iq!' -T'7,jj.< 10-4; the

iteration takes 300 . 520 steps. The non-uniform

network of the calculated space is (44X35) and (50X35) in a

physically rectangular coordinate system, IYam-6C,jIx-m5C.
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CO-S,

11v

GA

Fig. 1. The steady pressure coefficient of NACA64AO06-type

wings, Ma.=0.785, cao=O*.

1 - experiment; 2 - the Euler equation; 3 - full-

potential-velocity equation; 4 - this method; 5 - reference

(6).

Side-wing vibration.

We have carried out a numerical computation test with

and without the unsteady term in the boundary conditions and

have found that: when the term of the derivative of t is

included, the calculated results were not influenced even

when the time steps were enlarged; whereas when the

derivative term of t was not included, under the condition

of the same time step, the calculated results of convergence

will be faulty solutions which vibrate near the shock waves.
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(Fig. 2 shows the situation at a certain moment, and it is

similar for other moments.) Therefore we have found that

with or without the term of the derivative of t, not only is

the range of frequency correlated, but also the correctness

of the calculation will be influenced.

CO

tin t°- ~ I | Ma.- 6.375

J j h-@46

-o.I I

-*0.24

-*0.1

Cod0. 0.8 1.0
- I Di

0.$2 .O

V

Fig. 2. The pressure coefficient of aANACA64AO06-type wing

with 1/4 vibrating side wings.

1 - this method; 2 - this method; 3 - boundary conditions

contain the term of the derivative of t; 4 - convergence

solution when the boundary condition does not include the

term of the derivative of t.
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1. 1.6 0 0.6
a/e

O../As..F
I uOmank

Fig. 3. The unsteady pressure coefficient of a NACA64AOO6-

type wing with vibrating side wings (the shock-wave movement

is B-type).

I - this method; 2 - reference [1]; 3 - shock-wave

position; 4 - no shock wave; 5 - no shock wave; 6 - side-

wing position.

LTRAN2 has simulated three types of the periodic

movement shock waves found by the experiment of Tijdeman

[6J. But this is only a qualitative simulation (see Table

1).
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Table 1. Experimental and calculatedi conditions of cscillat-.

ot wing flap with NACA64AO0b airf.il.

A g# Al C 83 [ m

LTRANMItUS 1 875 6" :-:4 09 0 04W

1 - type of shock wave movement; 2 - the Tijdeman

experiment; 3 - L'TRAN2 calculation; 4 - A-type; 5 - B-type;

6 - C-type.

In the simulation of the three shock-wave movement with

this method, we have found that when the Ma. and k

conditions are directly taken from the Tijdeman experiment.

The same curve pattern of shock-wave movement resulted.(Fig.

3 gives the results for B-type), and the results are

compared with the experimental results lFig. 4). Therefore,

the simulation of this method is consistent quantitatively

with the experimental results.

12
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A *

|0

-, - i

Fhi. 4. A opariol of the calculated result and the

experiaental results of the unsteady pressure coefficients

in the vibrstion of side wing. (NACA64AO06).

I - real part; 2 - imaginary part; 3 - calcualated by using

this method; 4 - real part; 5 -imaginary part; 6 - the

Tijdeman experiment.

Pitching vibration.

We mainly investigated the vibration situation of the

all-wing type for higher simplified frequencies. The results
I iven, 1 F14. )(a'

of the real parts agree well. From the results of the

I i ..



imaginary parts in Fig. 5(b), it can be seen that the

relative errors of the results in this method compared to

the experimental results are less than in the LTRAN2 method.

This shows that when the frequency increases, the

improvement of the unsteady term is mainly reflected in the

imaginary parts which indicate the changes of phase lag of

unsteady pressure, and this will influence the magnitude of

the torque. The relation between the time-field pressure

coefficient and the real and imaginary parts of the

frequency-field is:

%PAaCIClw 1)+ I MCW(Wt))(15

where Re is the real part and Im is the imaginary part.

j.. ! .. suit
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flow calculation is usually 2 --5 times larger than in

LTRAN2 method (4.t:6* -.15*). The calculation is stable and

the region of calculation is smaller (same an the above

network used in steady flows). Therefore the computer time

can obviously be reduced. The convergence standard of the



unsteady calculation was taken (Av&x < 10-S. Usually 3

6 circulations are required to reach the standard.

Our work has obtained the sincere help of Professor Lu

Shijun and Comrade Li Jungfu. The authors would like to

thank them.
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Abstract

A numerical method for calculation of two-dimensional, inviscid, steady

and unsteady, small-disturbance transonic flows is presented. A monotone

switch ADI algorithm is used to solve the governing equation. The a-

ppropriate unsteady terms are added to the boundary conditions on body

surface and wake. An analytical, asymptotic solution and the nonreflecting

far-field boundary conditions are chosen for steady and unsteady case,

respectively. A nonumiform mesh spacing and relatively large time-step

are allowable. The developed computer program can be applied for solving

both the steady and unsteady flows. Hence, it can be more efficient to

use,
The computational results obtained from the present method for

some examples have provided a closer agreement with experimental res-

mlts compared to other methods.
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APPLICATION OF DUAL HOLOGRAM INTERFEROMETRY TO DENSITY FIELD

DETERMINATION IN WIND TUNNELS

Ding Hanquan, Chen Xingyi, and Chen Shouzhi

Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, pulse double-exposure hologram technology has

been used in the parameter detection of high-speed wind

tunnels. That is: two instant hologram pictures of the flow

field are recorded on one negative. If there is no relative

movement, in all the components under the test, between the

two exposures, then the interference pattern will reflect

the relative parameters correctly. However, during the wind-

tunnel test, because of the strong disturbance of

vibrations, it is very difficult to avoid disturbance in

these components; therefore there will be background fringes

in the interference pattern, and this will lead to

deformation. Furthermore, in order to measure and read the

numbers of the interference fringes correctly, the finite-

fringe method is usually used in the recording, that is:

before the second exposure, one introduces a wedge-like

Received in March 6, 1985.
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phase body, or the light is deflected by a small angle, to

obtain the reference background fringes. However, it is

difficult to control the orientations and distance between

the background fringes and a sandwiched holograph can mend

above shortages to a certain degree, but the adjustable

degrees of freedom are fewer. We have developed a negative

film shelf with six degrees of freedom. By using dual-

holograph technology, the density distributions of the axi-

symmetric shock waves with the Mach number Ma=2 are

quantitatively measured in a real wind-tunnel environment,

with four mathematical models [1,2]. The experimental data

agrees well with the AGARD cone-like flow-chart curves.

2. THEORY

Assuming light passes through the transverse cross-

section of the axi-symmetric flow field. (Fig. 1), when the

flow field is in a disturbed state (the refractive index is

n) and then changes to a non-disturbed state (the refractive

index is n.), the difference of the refraction index is

related to the displacement, at the point (y, z), of the

fringes of the interference pattern of the double-exposure

holograph as follows:

S(y, a).4 (x Y, _)-u)dx

19



Fig. 1. A simplified diagram for calculation

of shock-wave flow field.

1-cone; 2-disturbance zone; 3-shock-wave lines; 4-shock-wave

surface; 5-cone surface; 6-light.

stow

U 1 aMitw.
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For the cross-section of a given disturbance radius R, we

have:

1 R Cdrz
S(Y)-__i_ , r ur-b~~ (1)

This is an Abel equation. The transformation of this

equation is:

a( r )-nu,--- __JR ds(Y)(2

Assuming ,From (1) and the step-function

method, we obtain:

I N-i

B~i, 0)(-, 1, 2,**N-1)

where

Accordingto(l)and the linear-function method, we obtain:

N-1

vim C ~(81,2, 3. -, N-1) (4

where

C+ P + V+( +ia.)

21



and N-iW, -S(0)- 2 ,V

According to (2) and the plane-function method, we obtain:

2 ). N-i
-, (S.-S.) 2 + 1 - (5)

According to (1) and the exponential-series-function method,

we obtain:

s0
Vi B ZN- 1 1 (6)

where 1 . During the calculation, n is

taken up to 3.

According to the Gladstone-Dale equation, we have:

),- Po-vj/K (7)

For air and ruby lasers, the constant K=2.2582X1O-*m3 /kg.

3. EXPERIMENT

22



All the optical components and the film shelf for the

holograph were attracted to a vibration-isolated steel-plate

shelf by using magnetic bases. This makes all the components

of the holographic recording, except the laser device,

connected as a rigid body.

Fig. 2 is the dual-holograph shelf. It is a mechanical

apparatus, which can hold two holograpic dry plates, has

three degrees of freedom of transverse movement and three

degrees of freedom of rotation, and can adjust the relative

position of the two dry plates precisely.

tt

Fig. 2. The dual-holographic shelf.
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D

14 n

Fig. 3. The optical-path system.

SI-He-Ne laser device; S2-Ruby-laser device; MI, M 2 , M-

total-reflection mirrors; Li, L2-collimating mirror; D-

diffusing plate; B-dividing plate; m-cone model; T-wind-

tunnel region; H-dry plates of holograph.

The model is a metal cone with a half angle of 15*. The

axis direction is same as the direction of the incoming

flows; therefore an axi-symmetric flow field is formed at

the testing region.

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the optical-path

system. After the resonant cavity of S2 and the optical path

are adjusted by using Si, two dry plates of the holograph

are inserted to the dual-holographic shelf. An exposure is

made before the wind blows and the static holographic

pattern 1 and 110 are obtained. Then 1o and 11o are

detached and two other dry plates are inserted. Then the

wind blows and another exposure is made. Thus the

holographic patterns I and II are obtained. By detaching I

24



(or II) and combining it with 110 (or I0), the dual-

holographic pattern is obtained by pattern rebuilding. The

II (or I) remaining on the dual-holographic shelf was

exposed to the static field and then the usual double-

exposure holographic pattern is obtained. It is used for

comparison with the dual-holographic pattern.

a!

0b)

Fig. 4

(a) finite-fringe interference pattern; (b) a schematic diagram

of the measurement and reading.

(1)-the cross-section of reading.

4. DATA MEASUREMENT, CALCULATION, AND RESULTS.

The cross-section for data reading was taken at the

25



position which is 2/3 cone length from the cone vertex (FIg.

4). The length between RC and R were divided into N segments

and altogether N+1 measuring points were taken. The distance

between two neighboring measuring points is W=(R - Rc)/N, Rc

and R are the radius of the cone at the reading point and

radius of the disturbance, respectively. By using a

projector, we measured RC = 0.7100 cm, R = 1.7750 cm. With N

= 20, The serial numbers i at RC and R are 15 and 35,

respectively.

-AGAW am
S

0.I

Fig. 5. A comparison of the experimental results and the

AGARD curve.
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I sually, we al.ays define the displacement of the

interferen'e fringes at the intersection point of the

reading cross-section and shock waves as S=O for the

t-alkulat ion. As a matter of fact, this is true only at the

first exp)sure to the static field which is an undisturbed

(-onstant-flow field, (That is. wind blows without the model,

thv densit) of the incoming flow is P-, and the refracti -

ind-\ is n-). When the static field is still (the densit.

and refra(-tixe index of the environmental air are P. and no,

respe(ti\ely); the S valu- at that point should be (n -

r,)I.-, (I is the trans%erst- distance of the testing

rt.g, ri \ . "- ha #e def ined SzO for that point , therefore,

- h th . at it f ield is st il I or mo- ing; we can treat it

as mox ing, thus no and t- in the abo~e formulas should be

charged i nrt- n. and P..

The interferen*- fringes are coded according t, Fig.

4 ,h. Wh- th- ba,-kground fringes at the undisturbed regi-.n

are parallel t, the ,ros.-seCt i)n of the' reading, the S I .,-

at tht. interse( Aing points of each fringe of the

dist urt-d region and this cross-sect Ion .iI 1I be the ,od.

%alues. If there is a slope angle between the background

fringes and the c'ross-section, the measured S' sh,,uld be

rorre(ted in order t( obtain the real value S.

As a results of the measurement , the total pressure

i2'
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po: 2 ato, the total temperature To-281 K. By using the state

equation, rz_.51kg/M3 . When Ma-:2, by using the table,

P*/Po=O.2301. Then P_:0.5772 kg/m 3 .

The density near the inside flank sides is:

l( k + I / k I )
I + 2 /( h - I ,M.±sx00

Substitute the ratio of heat capacities k:l.4, Ma-=2,

and shotk-w-ave angle 0:33.7 ° into above formula, the

in,'remerlt at the sh(ok-wave surface is:

P,, - P.f/P. -APiP.- O. IS

The Pxperimental data are shown in Fig. 5. It can be

s,-r, that the experimental results agree well with the AGAR[

( iJrVe. Fspeuily the step-function method (with simple

calculat ions and small accumulated errors) agrees quite

well. This shows that the theory and method proposed in this

pap.r is appropriate for investigating the density

distribution of axi-symmetric high-speed air flows.

R P FE R P O U FS

Ill Vest, Charles M., Holographic Interferometry, John Wiley

& Sons, (1979), New York, pp. 315-320.

12) Bradley, J. W., Density Determination from Axisymmetric

Interfeograms, AIAA. J., vol. 6, No. 6, (1968), pp.

1190-1192.
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Abstract

This paper presents the make use of the dual hologram interferometry

for obtaining finite fringes holographic interferogram of the axtsvmmetric

flow field with shock waves, and the density distributions computed by

four mathematical models.
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